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COPING IN THE COMMONWEALTH!!!

This years edition of the FOP NEWS is
being composed from the embellished confines
of a true artisan's retreat (translation:
scummy 2 bedroom apartment). The retreat is
nestled in the  quaint little outlying village
of Ashland, Virginia. Ashland is set about
fifteen miles North of Richmond.

When we last looked in on this cozy
couple they had delusions of a sweet life
lying just over the horizon. Since that time
reality has dealt a cruel blow to these naive
youth (youth: loosely translated). 

REALITY CHECK ??

Both Karen and Bruce
had fully expected to be
settling into their new
"nest" by Christmas. The
law of averages has won yet
another skirmish as delays
in construction abound. The

house is under construction and should be
"dried in" by early January (only 3 months
behind). 

This home should provide ample space for
most of our guests and their friends. We'll
call it the LePhaup Bed & Breakfast  (LePhaup
is French for Fop) of course, the "bed" is
optional and the "breakfast" is BRENG-UN
style. You no breng-un, you no eat-un!!

LIGHTS, CAMERA,
ACTION...!!!

Well
groovy
guys and
groovy gals you will be
surprised to hear that a Fop
(actually it's Schwartz-
Phaup) has made it into show
business.  Ms. Phaup is
quite the talk of "Fop Town"
as she served as the

technical adviser for the filming of "The
Prince of Tides".  Ms. Phaup was privileged to
keep company with the likes of Nick Nolte and
Barbra Streisand. When asked what it felt
like, Ms. Phaup states that Baar-Ba-Raw was
just wonderful and that Nick was a slob!   
Ms. Phaup says it was very exciting, but she's
glad to be back in the arms of her HANDSOME,
SUAVE, AND ALL AROUND GOOD GUY of a leading
man (no, not that one....I meant Bruce!!).   

          

WHAT'S UP WITH KAREN ?? 

Karen has taken a position with
the Tucker's Psychiatric Pavilion
(room # 307, no flowers please!). 
She assumed the tasks of the
adolescent program director (Ms. Big
Stuff). When interviewed she said "
I'm about to commit myself "
referencing her living conditions in
the artisan's retreat. The main
stress in her life at this point is
trying to find an item packed away in
one of the many unpacked boxes still
cluttering the retreat. Ms. Phaup
says it's like trying to find a hay
stack on a national map!!

WHAT'S UP WITH BRUCE ??

Most commonly referred to as the
"Cowabunga Hunka" (That's Mutant Turtle for
gorgeous), Bruce has been passing time .....&
gas working with Virginia Power as a control
room operator ( For in state readers, Please,
no questions about your bill !). Bruce states
that he has been far from diligent in
contacting concerned parties since the
relocation, but begs forgiveness on the
grounds of lethargy (do you think they'll go
for it?). 



Let us hear from
you !!!!

AMUSEMENT & HISTORY !

Dear Out -of- Staters:
The local area around Richmond is home

to several amusement parks and more history
than you absorbed while attending school !! 
So when passing through Richmond South on
Interstate 95, exit BEFORE the tolls and give
The Phaups a call. They will be glad to put
you up for a spell or loan you quarters.  For
those heading North, sorry you'll have to pay
the toll then they'll reimburse you (trust
me). 

Happy Holiday Season

we miss ya!!

Bruce & Karen Phaup
313 Glencairn Court
Ashland, VA 23005

(804)752-6468


